**AALHE Networking Outings**  
Tuesday, June 13, 2017

**Louisville Quest!**
The *Louisville Quest!* is part race, part scavenger hunt and part historical, sight-seeing tour. Teams compete against each other to answer challenge questions and solve puzzles to get from location to location in the least amount of time...all for fun and discovering downtown Louisville!
Registration is online at: [http://thelouisvillequest.com/events/61317-new-adventure-private-event-aalhe/](http://thelouisvillequest.com/events/61317-new-adventure-private-event-aalhe/)
The fee is $40 and includes a drink and shared appetizers.

Details: Meet the outing leaders in the Hyatt Lobby at **6:20 pm** to begin this fun adventure.
Outing Leaders: Renee Aitken, Wright State University and Jen Sweet, DePaul University.

**Spirit of Jefferson**
Enjoy dinner and dancing aboard the Spirit of Jefferson featuring a narration of historic facts shared throughout the cruise. The boat features a full-service bar, outdoor observation decks, dance floor, bandstand, and wheelchair accessibility to portions of the vessel. Dinner, unlimited coffee, and iced tea will be provided. Cash bar is available. The event is a four-block walk from the Hyatt. The cruise boards at 6:30pm and leaves at 7:00pm.

Details: Meet the outing leaders in the Hyatt Lobby at **6:20 pm** to walk together to the boat.
Outing Leaders: Kathleen Gorski, Waubonsee Community College and Cyndi Louden, Columbia College.

**Historic Old Louisville Walking Tour**
The most haunted neighborhood in America? That’s what many are calling Old Louisville, an extensive preservation district filled with old mansions and strikingly beautiful homes in Kentucky’s largest city. Wherever you go in this eye-popping neighborhood, it seems that a haunted house is not far away. Or a haunted church, a haunted street corner, or a haunted park. Over the last two decades, so many stories of supernatural activity have surfaced here that Old Louisville has gained the reputation as being the spookiest neighborhood in the entire country. Tour begins and ends at The Bean Coffee Shop at 1212 S. 4th Street.

Public transportation directions: Walk four minutes to 6th and Liberty and take the #4 bus (Iroquois Park) which leaves at 7:07 pm. Exit bus at 4th and Oak and walk one minute to The Bean Coffee Shop. Return Trip: Walk one minute to bus stop at 4th and Oak. Bus picks up on the opposite side of the street as where it dropped off. Take the #4 bus (Downtown and Main) which leaves at 9:56 pm to the 5th and Jefferson stop and walk three minutes back to the hotel.

Details: Meet outing leaders in the Hyatt Lobby at **6:45 pm** to walk together to public transportation.

Bring exact change: **$1.75 each way** for the bus. No change given.
Outing Leaders: Leslie Harris, Bucknell University and Shannon Milligan, Loyola University.

*Pre-registration was required for these events. However, we may be able to accommodate new registrations through Monday evening. Please leave your name, mobile number and outing at the registration desk and someone will contact you.*